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ABSTRACT

When encoding an audio signal, it is possible to efficiently
encode the audio signal while maintaining high register signal components, and prevent deterioration of sound quality of
decoded signal. A digital audio signal is divided into a plurality of frequency bands. The digital audio signal having
been divided into each band is function-approximated for
each divided band. Further, parameters of function having
been function-approximated are encoded. When performing
decoding process, parameters of the function of each band are
used to perform function interpolation, synthesize the function-interpolated signal of each band interpolated, and
decode the signal. Thus, when function-approximating each
band, by suitably setting the function equation, it is possible
to perform an encoding process while maintaining the high
register components and perform a compression-coding process which enables reproduction with very good sound quality.
16 Claims, 21 Drawing Sheets
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AUDIO SIGNAL COMPRESSION AND
DECODING USING BAND DIVISION AND
POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION

decoded will deteriorate regardless of the kind of the encoding method. The problem of sound quality deterioration is an
unavoidable problem as long as reversibility when performing compression and decoding is not maintained, and the
higher the compression rate is, the more seriously the quality
TECHNICAL FIELD
of the reproduced sound will deteriorate. This is because if the
compression rate is higher, the number of the data to be
The present invention relates to an audio signal compresthinned out will increase when performing encoding process,
sion device and an audio signal compression method for
and therefore the quality of the reproduced sound will deteefficiently compressing audio signal, as well as an audio
signal decoding device (i.e., audio signal demodulation 10 riorate more seriously.
Particularly, in a conventional compression-coding
device) and an audio signal decoding method (i.e., an audio
method, as the band of the audio signal to be encoded, the
signal demodulation method) for decoding the compressed
upper limit frequency on the side of high register range is
audio signal.
limited to a certain band, and thereby the amount of data is
BACKGROUND ART
15 limited. However, it can be said that limiting the high register
signal components will increase the deterioration of the
Conventionally, various encoding methods for compressound quality.
sion-coding digital audio signal have been put into practical
In recent years, as uncompressed digital audio signal (or
use. To be specific, when converting an analog audio signal to
digital audio signal compressed with a low compression rate),
a digital audio signal, typically a predetermined number of 20 there is a signal system in which, as high register range, a high
bits of data are sampled every constant sampling period, so
frequency range up to dozens to 100 kHz, which is far higher
that a digital audio signal is generated. Further, a predeterthan 20 kHz, is recorded for example. The aforesaid signal
mined number of bits of data are compression-coded every
system will contribute to improvement of the quality of the
constant sampling period by various compression methods
reproduced sound if a general reproducing system is used.
suitable for the audio signal.
25 However, when performing compression-coding on the audio
For example, there is an art in which a digital audio signal
signal with high compression rate such as MP3 as described
obtained by sampling an analog audio signal within an
above, since the aforesaid high register sound is completely
audible frequency band from 20 Hz to 20 kHz is divided into
removed, the aforesaid a signal system will not contribute to
a predetermined number of bands, and various kinds of arithimprovement of the quality of the reproduced sound.
metic processing for reducing amount of data, such as dis- 30
The present invention has been made in view of the above
crete cosine transform, are performed on each of the divided
problems, and it is an object of the present invention to subbands to encode the signal. Such process has been put into
stantially reduce deterioration of the sound quality of the
practical use as a compressed audio format such as MP3
decoded signal by performing an efficient encoding process
(MPEG Audio Layer-3).
in which high register signal component is maintained, as
Patent document 1 discloses an example of this kind of 35 well as performing a decoding process corresponding to the
audio signal encoding process.
encoding process.
[Patent document 1] International Publication (laid-open)
Further, it is another object of the present invention to
No. 2005/004113 pamphlet
prevent deterioration of sound quality caused by signal overlapping between bands when performing band-dividing and
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
40 compression-coding on the audio signal.
Problems to be Solved by the Invention
When efficiently compression-coding a digital audio signal, a process of dividing the audio signal into a plurality of
bands as described above may be performed. However, a
digital filter for extracting signal components of the corresponding audio frequency band is typically used to perform
the process of dividing the audio signal into the plurality of
bands.
For example, as shown in FIG. 24, the digital audio signal
is divided in the order from low frequency to high frequency:
a first band Bl, a second band B2, a third band B3..... At this
time, in the case of performing a conventional filter processing, the width of attenuation band of the filter will become
large, and there will be a signal-overlapped part between
adjacent bands as shown in FIG. 24. In other words, the same
signal component will be included both as the highest frequency signal component of the first band BI and as the
lowest frequency signal component of the second band B2.
The same goes for the other adjacent bands. If there are such
overlapped parts between adjacent bands, when playing the
demodulated and synthesized signal, the overlapped signal
components will cause degradation of the reproduced sound.
Further, in the case where the audio signal is compressioncoded using a compression method with relatively high compression rate such as MP3, the sound quality after being
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An audio signal compression device according to the
present invention includes: a band dividing means adapted to
divide a digital audio signal into a plurality of frequency
bands; a function approximation means prepared for each
divided band and adapted to function-approximate a predetermined interval of the digital audio signal, which has been
divided into each band by the band dividing means, using an
n-degree polynomial (n is an integral number equal to or more
than 2); and an encoding means adapted to encode parameters
which are coefficient values of the n-degree polynomial having been function-approximated by the function approximation means.
It is preferred that the audio signal compression device
according to the present invention further includes a downsampling means adapted to thin out a sampling period of the
digital audio signal divided into each band by the band dividing means, wherein the function approximation means function-approximates the digital audio signal whose sampling
period has been thinned out by the down-sampling means.
Further, in a preferable example of the band dividing
means used in the audio signal compression device of the
present invention, the band dividing means includes a first
band separation filter adapted to separate the signal of a first
frequency band of the inputted digital audio signal and a first

US 8,666,733 B2
4

3
subtraction means adapted to subtract a signal obtained by
function-approximating, with the function approximation
means, the signal of the first frequency band separated by the
first band separation filter and then function-interpolating the
function-approximated signal from the inputted digital audio
signal. The band dividing means further includes a second
band separation filter adapted to separate the signal of a
second frequency band from the output of the first subtraction
means and a second subtraction means adapted to subtract a
signal obtained by function-approximating, with the function
approximation means, the signal of the second frequency
band separated by the second band separation filter and then
function-interpolating the function-approximated signal
from the output signal of the first subtraction means. The
signal of a third frequency band is separated from the output
of the second subtraction means. Incidentally, the description
is made for the first to third band separation filters herein, in
the case where the digital audio signal is divided into n frequency bands, it is possible to separate the digital audio signal
into n frequency bands by sequentially using the i-th band
separation filter and the i-th subtraction means.
Further, as an example of the audio signal compression
device of the present invention, the audio signal compression
device includes a plurality of octave separation filters adapted
to separate the digital audio signal into each octave frequency
band and scale-component separation filters adapted to separate the digital audio signal of each one octave band separated
by the plurality of octave separation filters into twelve scales
compliant bands corresponding to twelve scales. Further, the
audio signal compression device includes a plurality of function approximation means adapted to collect the same scale of
the twelve scales compliant bands separated by the scalecomponent separation filters from a plurality of octaves separated by the octave separation filters to obtain a collection of
a band corresponding to the same scale, and function-approximate the collection of the band corresponding to the
same scale by an n-degree polynomial (n is an integral number equal to or more than 2), and a compression-coding means
adapted to compression-code the signals from the plurality of
function approximation means.
Further, the present invention includes an audio signal
decoding device corresponding to the audio signal compression devices. Specifically, the audio signal decoding device
according to the present invention includes a decoding means
adapted to decode parameters of a function of each of a
plurality of divided bands of a digital audio signal, wherein
the parameters of the function correspond to a compressed
digital audio signal which is obtained by: function-approximating a predetermined interval of the digital audio signal
divided into the plurality of frequency bands by using an
n-degree polynomial (n is an integral number equal to or more
than 2), and then encoding and compressing parameters
which represent the coefficient values of the n-degree polynomial. The audio signal decoding device according to the
present invention further includes a function interpolation
means adapted to function-interpolate the compressed digital
audio signal based on the parameters of the function of each
of the divided bands decoded by the decoding means, and
reconstruct sampling values of each of the divided bands, and
a band-synthesizing means adapted to band-synthesize the
sampling values reconstructed by the function interpolation
means.
Further, as a concrete example of the audio signal decoding
device of the present invention, there is an audio signal decoding device which is adapted to decode an audio signal compression-coded for each collection of twelve scales compliant
bands obtained by collecting, from a plurality of octaves, each

twelve scales compliant band of one octave. Such an audio
signal decoding device includes: a decoding means adapted to
decode each collection of the twelve scales compliant bands;
a plurality of function interpolation means adapted to perform
5 function interpolation for each collection of the twelve scales
compliant bands decoded by the decoding means; and a synthesizing means adapted to synthesize the collections of
twelve scales compliant bands from the function interpolation means and collect digital audio signal for each octave.
10
Further, the present invention includes an audio signal
compression method and an audio signal decoding method
respectively correspond to the audio signal compression
device and the audio signal decoding device, and the methods
15 are achieved using these devices.
Advantages of the Invention
According to the present invention, it is possible to perform
efficient compression-coding by function-approximating the
signal of each band-divided band and encoding the parameters of the function of each function-approximated band.
Further, in such a case, by suitably setting function expression
when function-approximating each band, it is possible to
25 perform encoding process in which high register component
is maintained, and achieve compression-coding enabling
reproduce with sound quality.
20
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FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a circuit for performing
encoding process used in a first embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B each show a waveform of an audio
signal used in the first embodiment of the present invention,
wherein the audio signal is divided into a low register range,
a mid register range, and a high register range;
FIG. 3 is a view showing the structure of a format of a
bit-stream used in the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 4A to 4D are each a graph showing an example of a
signal waveform used for explaining the first embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a
bandpass filter provided in the first embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 6 is a characteristics chart showing an example of a
sampling function used for explaining the first embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a characteristics chart showing an example of
function approximation used for explaining the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 8A to 8D are each a graph showing an example of
polynomial approximation used for explaining the first
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a graph showing time change of a fundamental
term and a control term of the sampling function used in the
first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a graph showing time change of the sampling
function used in the first embodiment of the present invention
at the time when a coefficient of the control term is changed;
FIG. 11 is a graph for explaining an example of frequency
characteristic of the sampling function used in the first
embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 12A to 12F explain an example in which function
approximation is performed by using the sampling function
used in the first embodiment of the present invention;

US 8,666,733 B2
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FIG. 13 is a graph showing a signal array in the case where
the function approximation is performed by the sampling
function used in the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing an example of the
block configuration for decoding the audio signal encoded
using the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an
encoding device used in a second embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 16 is a diagram showing a first modification of a band
separation filter used in the second embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 17 is a diagram showing a second modification of the
band separation filter used in the second embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 18 is a diagram showing a third modification of the
band separation filter used in the second embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 19 is a diagram showing a fourth modification of the
band separation filter used in the second embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an
encoding device for dividing the band of an audio signal in
unit of "octave" and encoding the signal, according to a third
embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 21A to 21C are each a graph for explaining the
relationship between twelve-scale data and octave-band
(magnification), for explaining the third embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 22 is a view showing the relationship between scale
frequency range and amplitude (i.e., frequency characteristic), in the case where the band separation filter used in the
third embodiment of the present invention is configured so as
to be divided into each octave frequency interval.
FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a
decoding device adapted to decode the signal encoded by the
encoding device shown in FIG. 20; and
FIG. 24 is a view for explaining band-dividing according to
a prior art.
BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION
<Description of First Embodiment>
A first embodiment (also referred to as "present embodiment") of the present invention will be described below with
reference to FIGS. 1 to 12F.
First, in the first embodiment of the present invention, an
audio signal is efficiently compressed and encoded. Further,
the encoded audio signal is decoded.
[Description of Entire Configuration Example of Encoding
Device]
First, an example of the entire configuration of an encoding
device used in the present embodiment will be described with
reference to FIG. 1.
As shown in FIG. 1, an analog audio signal is outputted
from an audio signal source 1. The analog audio signal is
supplied to an analog-to-digital converter 2, where a predetermined number of bits is sampled every constant sampling
period, so that the analog audio signal is converted into a
digital audio signal.
Incidentally, the digital audio signal converted by the analog-to-digital converter 2 is an uncompressed digital audio
signal.
Further, the digital audio signal outputted from the digitalto-analog converter 2 is compression-coded by a filter bank

6
10 shown in FIG. 1. Incidentally, in the example shown in
FIG. 1, the analog audio signal is converted into digital signal;
however the present invention also includes a possible configuration in which a digitalized audio signal is prepared to be
5 supplied to a processing system (which is to be described
later).
Next, the configuration of the filter bank 10 adapted to
perform to compression-coding will be described below. The
filter bank 10 is adapted to divide the audio signal into a
10
plurality of bands of signal components.
To be specific, the filter bank 10 has a plurality ofbandpass
filters 11a to 11m (m is an arbitrary integral number, and
herein m is a number corresponding to a division number), the
15 number of bandpass filters corresponding to the division
number, which is a number the frequency band is to be
divided into. Each of the bandpass filters 11a to 11m constitutes a basic filter, which is adapted to perform band-dividing
with a sampling function i(k), for example, as impulse
20 response function, wherein the sampling function i(k) is
expressed by a section polynomial. Incidentally, the concrete
processing examples of extracting the signal of the frequency
band assigned to each of the bandpass filters 11a to 11m will
be described later.
25
The signal respectively band-divided by the bandpass filters 11a to 11m are respectively supplied to down-sampling
sections 12a to 12m to be subject to a down-sampling process
to thin out the sampling number. In each of the down-sampling sections 12a to 12m, a process of thinning out the
30
band-divided signals supplied from the bandpass filters 11a
to 11m to a fraction is performed.
The signal down-sampled by each of the down-sampling
sections 12a to 12m is supplied to a function approximation
35 section 20. The function approximation section further
includes a plurality of function approximation sections 12a to
21m for each of the divided bands. Further, in each of the
function approximation sections 21a to 21m, a function
approximation process is performed for each band-divided
signal. A parameter used for the function approximation pro40
cess is outputted. Incidentally, a concrete processing example
of the function approximation will be described later with
reference to FIGS. 7 to 13.
The parameters (which are to be described later) obtained
45 by performing function approximation in the respective
bands are supplied to a plurality of quantization bit assignment sections 31a to 31m, in which quantization bits are
assigned in accordance with the value of each parameter.
Details of the quantization bit assignment will be described
below. Obviously, quantization means a process of converting
50
analog audio signal values to digital signal values. Typically,
in the case of an audio (acoustic) signal, real number values
(having numbers after the decimal point) of the analog signal
is converted to integer values of ±0-65535 (16 bits).
In the present invention, function-approximated coeffi55
cient values in place of the audio signal values are the real
number values corresponding to the analog signal values. In
other words, the process of converting the coefficient values
to the 16-bit digital values means the "quantization" of the
present invention. At this time, in the case where a polynomial
60
approximation is performed on the low register signal shown
in FIG. 2A, for example, the coefficient values are approximatedby an approximate expression defined by Expression 1.
65

Y-2x10-5x4-0.004x3+0.0227x2+21.24x+318.02

[Expression 1]

Here, x represents a sampling number. Since sampling
frequency is 44.1 kHz, therefore x=t/(22.7 µs) if the sampling
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number is converted to time t. Thus, Expression 1 can be
rewritten to Expression 2, which is a function of time t.

8

As shown in FIG. 3, the bit-stream data has a data structure
configured by bank number (6-bits), functional form (1-bit),
order (3-bits), shift amount (2-bits), bit numbers (2-bits) and
y—(7.53x1013)t4—(3.42x10' i)t3+(4.41x107)t2+
coefficient values (0-bit to 16-bits), wherein the bank number
(0.9356x106)t+318.02
[Expression 2]
shows a band number, the functional form shows whether the
Expression 2 represents an approximated polynomial 5
approximation is a sampling function approximation or a
curve of a low register signal shown in FIG. 2B. As is known
polynomial function approximation, the order shows the
from Expression 2, the coefficient values of Expression 2 fall
maximum number of times (m-1) by which the sampling
within a range of 102(2$)-1013(240) which is an extremely
function can be differentiated, the shift amount shows
wide range. Thus, Expression 2 is transformed to Expression
10 whether the shift amount is any one of 0-bit, 8-bits, 16-bits,
3 if a scale transformation is performed so that, for example,
and 32-bits, and the bit numbers shows whether the bit-width
the coefficient of the fourth degree term and the coefficient of
is any one of 0, 1, 2, and 3.
the third degree term become (10-$/4(2-32))-fold, the coeffiFurther, an error detection code and an error correction
cient of the second degree term and the coefficient of the first
code are generated in the bit-stream forming section 4 accorddegree term become (2-16)-fold, and the coefficient of the 15
ing to necessity, and the generated error detection code or
zero degree term become 1-fold.
error correction code is added to the bit-stream.
7=(17532) iot4—(79.6) iot2+(672.9) iot2+(14.7) i ot+
In such manner, the bit-stream data (see FIG. 3) outputted
(318.02)10
[Expression 3]
from the bit-stream forming section 4 is either transmitted to
The following can be known from Expression 3:
the receiving side through various transmission lines, for
Coefficient of fourth degree: (17532)10=(447C)H– 32-bits 20 example, or stored in various storage media. Here, instead if
shifted
the storage means of the encoding device, an external dataCoefficient of third degree: (79.6)10-(50)H– 32-bits
base may alternatively be used as the storage media for storshifted
ing the bit-stream data.
Coefficient of second degree: (672.9)10=(2A1 )H– 16-bits
[Description of Waveform Example of Encoded Signal]
shifted
25
FIGS. 4A to 4D are graphs showing an example of an audio
Coefficient of first degree: (14.7)lo=(F)H– 16-bits shifted
signal processed by the encoding device shown in FIG. 1.
Coefficient of zero degree: (318.02)10-(13E)g-0-bits
In the graph of each of FIGS. 4A to 4D, the horizontal axis
shifted (i.e., no shift)
represents time (second) and the vertical axis represents level.
All coefficient values can be expressed by 16-bits values.
First, an analog audio signal (i.e., an original signal) shown
Incidentally, the inferior number "10" means the number is a 30 in FIG. 4A is supplied to the analog-to-digital converter cirdecimal number, and the inferior letter "H" means the number
cuit 2. The analog-to-digital converter circuit 2 samples the
is a hexadecimal number.
supplied analog audio signal at a predetermined period, and
As a result, 16-bits is assigned to the coefficient of the
thereby outputs a sampling signal shown in FIG. 4B. Incidenfourth degree (447C)H, 8-bits is assigned to the coefficient of
tally, the sampling signal shown in FIG. 4B is plotted by a
the third degree (50)g, 12-bits is assigned to the coefficient of 35 dotted line having the same waveform as that of the analog
the second degree (2A1)H, 4-bits is assigned to the coefficient
audio signal shown in FIG. 4A, which means that the samof the first degree (F)g, and 12-bits is assigned to the coeffipling signal shown in FIG. 4B is a collection of sampling
cient of the zero degree (13E)H. Such assignment is perpoints sampled at a very short sampling period.
formed by the quantization bit assignment sections 31a to
The sampling signal shown in FIG. 4B is band-separated
31m shown in FIG. 1.
40 by the bandpass filters 11a to 11m of the filter bank 10 so as
The signals to which the quantization bits are assigned by
to become frequency-separated signals shown in FIG. 4C.
the quantization bit assignment sections 31a to 31m are sent
The frequency-separated signals includes signals correto an encoding section 3, where encoding process is persponding to the frequency bands of bandpass filters 11a to
formed on the signals of all bands. Further, the encoded data
11m, and in the example of FIG. 4C, the signal is separated
is supplied to a bit-stream forming section 4, from which 45 into three frequency components (i.e., m=3).
bit-stream data with a predetermined form is outputted. As
The three signals of the respective frequency components
described later, the bit-stream forming section 4 forms a
shown in FIG. 4C are down-sampled respectively by the
bit-stream, to which side information encoded by a side infordown-sampling sections 12a to 12m of the filter bank 10 so as
mation encoding section 5 is added according to necessity.
to become sampling values thinned out for each frequency
The side information encoded by the side information 50 component, as shown in FIG. 4D. Further, the sampling valencoding section 5 includes various kinds of information
ues down-sampled for each frequency component are funcassociated with the encoding process, such as information
tion-approximated by the function approximation section 20.
about the frequency band of each of the divided bands divided
[Description of Example of Band-Dividing Process]
by the filter bank 10, information about bit number assigned
Next, an example of performing band-dividing process in
by the quantization bit assignment sections 31a to 31m, and 55 the bandpass filters 11a to 11m of the filter bank 10 shown in
the like. Here, the information provided from the filter bank
FIG. 1 will be described below.
10 to the side information encoding section 5 is a number (a
In the present embodiment, the basic filter is configured
bank number shown in FIG. 3) indicating the band obtained
with the sampling function i(k) as impulse response funcby performing band-separating process, and the information
tion, wherein the sampling function i(k) is expressed by a
provided from the function approximation section 20 to the 60 section polynomial. Further, the bandpass filters 11a to 11m
side information encoding section 5 is information about
whose the frequency band is shifted by a predetermined frefunctional form and function order. Further, shift amount
quency are obtained by performing a known cosine modulawhen performing the aforesaid scale conversion of the coeftion (which is to be described later) on the basic filter, for
ficient values, bit-width of the coefficient, and coefficient data
example. Here, the sampling function i(k) expressed by the
are provided from the quantization bit assignment sections 65 section polynomial uses a fluency information theory
31a to 31m. An example of such bit-stream data, to which the
obtained based on the studies by the inventor of the present
side information is added, is shown in FIG. 3.
invention.
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FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a configuration example
of the bandpass filters 11a to 11m of the filter bank 10. First,
the input audio signal is sequentially delayed by delay elements 81a, 81b, 81c, ... , 81n. For example, in the bandpass
filters 11a for extracting the signal of a band 1, the signals at
respective delay positions are extracted respectively from the
delay elements 81a to 81n, and the extracted signals are
respectively supplied to different coefficient multipliers 91a
to 91n. Further, the signals of the respective delay positions,
which have been multiplied by a coefficient by the coefficient
multipliers 91a to 91n, are summed by an adder 92, and the
output of the adder 92 is outputted as the signal of the band 1.
Further, the bandpass filter 11b, which is adapted to extract
the signal of a band 2, to the bandpass filter 11m, which is
adapted to extract the signal of a band M (in the present
example, the signal is divided into M bands), have the same
configuration as that of the bandpass filter 11a, and the signals
of band 2 to band M are obtained from the respective bandpass filters.
Here, in a concrete example of the cosine modulation,
whole frequency is equally divided into M bands, and in the
case where the i-th frequency band is extracted, the coefficient thereof is defined by the following Expression 4.

Obviously, since the amount of signal can be reduced to 1/M
by down-sampling the original signal to 1/M, it is preferred to
perform down-sampling process for purpose of reducing data
volume.
5
Further, in the present embodiment, in the case where a
band-divided signal array is function-approximated, an arbitrary section of the band-divided signals is approximated by
an n-degree polynomial for each frequency band, for
example. Here, the arbitrary section means, when referring to
10 FIG. 4D, an interval between extreme values of the minimum
frequency (i.e., an interval equivalent of half period between
the maximum value and the minimum value), for example,
and in the present embodiment, such section (i.e., the interval
between extreme values) is approximated an n-degree poly15 nomial different for each frequency band. Incidentally, if
taking an inflection point in place of the maximum value or
the minimum value, it is also possible to approximate an
interval between the maximum value and the inflection point
or an interval between the minimum value and the inflection
20 point by a n-degree polynomial different for each frequency
band.
FIG. 7 is a graph showing an example in which approximation by n-degree polynomial is performed for each frequency band. To be specific, FIG. 7 shows an example in
25 which approximation by 2-degree and 3-degree polynomials
are performed on the signals of an initial portion (a portion
n1
2M —1
n
[Expression 4]
1
} — (-1)m lq)
ft= 2 ~(k)cos{~i+k—
between section 0 and section 0.12) of the down-sampled
signals of three bands shown in FIG. 4D. In FIG. 7, the mark
"K" represents the lowest band (the band 1), the mark "❑"
Here, i(k) is the value of the k-th node of a fluency sam- 3o represents the second-lowest band (the band 2), and the mark
pling function shown in FIG. 6. In FIG. 6, the horizontal axis
"A" represents the third-lowest band (the band 3). Expression
represents time (t), and the values of each node and interval
6 is obtained by formulating these graphs.
between the nodes are defined by the following expression.
Band 1: y=-256.8x2+73.33x-0.058

[Expression 6]

35
Band 2: y=-338.0x2+46.67x-0.033

[Expression 5]
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[Description of Example of Function Approximation Process]

Next, an example of performing function approximation
process with the function approximation section 20 shown in
FIG. 1 will be described below with reference to FIGS. 7, 8A,
8B, 8C and 8D.
In the present embodiment, first, function approximation is
performed on the signals having been down-sampled by the
down-sampling sections 12a to 12m shown in FIG. 1, and the
parameters of the function is used as compression signal
values. However, the down-sampling performed herein is not
an indispensable process for achieving the audio signal compression method of the present embodiment. Thus, the downsampling and the function approximation are not inevitably
linked to each other, and the function approximation may also
be performed on signals having not been down-sampled.

Band 3: y=-35.84x3-572x2+19.57x-0.034

Incidentally, such polynomial approximation is expressed
4o by a linear combination expression of fluency sampling functions im(t) classified by number of times (m-1) at which the
function is differentiable, the linear combination expression
being defined as Expression 7.
45

y—a$°(t)+b$'(t)+

2(t)+d$3(t)+

[Expression 7]

The coefficients a, b, c, d, ... of the polynomial of Expression 7 are coefficient values when the whole bit-stream is
expressed as the polynomial, and are generated in the function approximation sections 21a to 21m shown in FIG. 1.
5o Further, as described above, quantization bits are assigned to
the data generated in the function approximation sections 21a
to 21m by the quantization bit assignment sections 31a to
31m, and encoding process is performed by the encoding
section 3. FIGS. 8A to 8D are each a graph showing function
55 approximation between data performed by a single sampling
function im(t).
To be specific, i°(t) (m=0) shown in FIG. 8A is a constant
number, and is an indifferentiable function. In other words, if
calculating the number of times (m- 1) at which the function is
6o differentiable, the result will be "-1", which is a meaningless
number. Actually, the sampling function i°(t) is a rectangular
pulse, and each sample value thereof remains unchanged until
the next sample value.
Further, i r (t) (m=1) shown in FIG. 8B is a function whose
65 number of times (m-1) at which the function is differentiable
is equals to 0, and as is known from FIG. 8B, the function is
indifferentiable at the sample values. To be specific, i r (t) has
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a triangular waveform, and the function is indifferentiable at
tion whose function value is a finite value other than zero in
the whole or a part of a local interval (excluding the sample
the points where two straight lines join together (i.e., at the
position), and whose function value is zero in other intervals.
sample points corresponding to the apexes of the triangular
To be specific, the fundamental term f(t) is a function that
waves). As shown in FIG. 8B, the sampling function i r(t) is
a function that straight-line approximates the relationship 5 is expressed by an n-degree polynomial function in each of
two or more sub-intervals obtained by dividing the interval
between the sample values.
[— 1, 1], and is continuous at the boundary of the sub-intervals
i2(t) (m=2) shown in FIG. 8B is an once-differentiable
(i.e., the value and slope at the boundary are each continuous).
function wherein (m-1) is equals to 1, and approximates the
The fundamental term f(t) shows a convex-shaped waveform
relationship between the sample values to a quadratic curve.
10 can be differentiated only (m-1) times (m is an integral numIn similar manner, the shape of the curve for interpolating the
ber equal to or more than 2) in the entire range. Further, the
values between the sample values changes every time when
function value becomes "1" only when t=1; the function value
the order is increased, and the value of i(t) is shown in FIG.
converges to "0" when t=±1; and the function value remains
8D. Obviously, interpolated values will become more accu"0" until the sample position goes from "t=±1" to "t=±2".
rate when the order is increased.
In such a manner, the function approximation defined as 15 Incidentally, the fundamental term f(t) may either be a function of a finite impulse response waveform, orbe a continuous
Expression 7 is performed to a predetermined order, the coefn-th degree section polynomial function can be differentiated
ficient values a, b, c, d, ... (also referred to as "parameters of
at least once at any position of the sample position interval.
compressed signal") of the sampling functions im(t) are
For example, as a concrete example, a fundamental sampling
extracted from the function approximation section 20 shown
20 function f(t) expressed by a quadratic section polynomial
in FIG. 1, and the encoding process is performed by the
function is defined as Expression 9.
encoding section as mentioned above.
Incidentally, other considerable parameters of the compressed signal include the "side information" provided to the
(—oo < t <— —1)
[Expression 9]
side information encoding section 5 in FIG. 1. The data structure of the bit-stream data is shown in FIG. 3, however the 25
2(t+1)2
I-1<—t<--2)
bit-stream data does not include the time between extreme
value points (for example, the relative time from the start of
(t)= —2t2
f
+1 ~ 2<t<2~
the audio signal of a song) and sampling point numbers.
(
However, in the case where data having unequal intervals is
2(—t+1)2
2 <_ t <_ 1)
compressed, the compression can be achieved by adding such 30
0
(1<—t<oo)
side information to the bit-stream data shown in FIG. 3.
[Description ofAnother Example of Function Approximation
Process]
Next, the control term co(t) will be described below. As
Next, an example of performing function approximation
shown in FIG. 9, the control term co(t) is expressed as
different from the function approximation described with 35 c(t)=c(t)+c(—t). If being expressed by a quadratic section
reference to FIGS. 6, 7, 8A, 8B, 8C and 8D will be described
polynomial, c(t) is defined as Expression 10.
below with reference to FIGS. 9 to 13. In such a case, only
process differs from the function approximation described
with reference to FIGS. 6, 7, 8A, 8B, 8C and 8D is the process
[Expression 10]
0
(—oo < t <_ 0)
of the signals supplied to the function approximation sections 40
_t2
20, the signals being divided for each band; and process in
(0 t ~2)
other constituent sections is identical.
1
1
3(—t+
)2
-2(—t+1)
(2 <_t<_1)
A sampling function 1E(t), which is obtained by trans(t)=
111
111
forming a quadratic sampling function i2(t), is used in this
—3(t-1)2
+2(t-1)
(1
<_t<_
2)
example. Such a sampling function 1E(t) is defined by 45
(3 <t<2111)
Expression 8.
(—t+2)2
$E(t)=f(t)+a-co(t)

[Expression 8]

In Expression 8, f(t) is a fundamental term, and co(t) is a
control term. FIG. 9 shows the relationship between the fundamental term f(t) and the control term co(t). The sampling
function defines the value of each of sample points, as a
summed signal obtained by summing the waveform of the
fundamental term f(t), which is a fundamental waveform, and
the waveform of the control term co(t) shown in FIG. 9. As
shown in FIG. 9, the control term co(t) is a function whose
level varies up and down, and has a value of "0" at points of
t—o, ±1, ±2.

Here, the fundamental term f(t) is a finite section polynomial function focused on differentiability, and, for example,
is a function can be differentiated only once in the entire
range. In other words, the fundamental term f(t) is a function
whose function value is a finite value other than zero when a
sample position t along the horizontal axis the is in an interval
from —1 to +1 (i.e., in an interval [-1, 1]), and whose function
value is constantly zero when the sample position t is in other
intervals. Incidentally, a "finite" function is defined as a func-

0

(2<_t<oo)

50

Values between discrete data can be provisionally interpolated by performing superposition based each discrete data,
using the control term co(t)=c (t)+c(—t).Thus,it is possible to
interpolate the value of any point between the discrete data by
55 linearly summing the provisional interpolated value calculated based on the fundamental term f(t) and the provisional
interpolated value calculated based on the control term co(t).
FIG. 10 is a graph showing the change of time characteristic of the sampling function 1E(t) at the time when a coef60 ficient a of the control term co(t) of the sampling function
1P E(t) is changed. Thus, by suitably setting the coefficient a of
the control term co(t), the time characteristic of the finally
obtained sampling function can be controlled.
FIG. 10 shows three examples of: coefficient a=-1.5, coef65 ficient a=-0.25, and coefficient a=1.5. It is known from FIG.
10 that, when changing the coefficient a, the sampling function 1E(t) largely changes.
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For example, when changing the variable parameter a in
The summed signal can be defined as Expression 11.
the order of -1.5, -0.25, 1.5, the function value of the samy(t)E(t—tO)xO+'llE(t—t1)x1+E(t—t2)X2+$E(t—t3)
[Expression 11]
pling function 1Px.(t) will gradually increase in interval of
"-2<-t<--1" and interval of "1<-t<-2", and the polarity of the
Thus, the signal y(t) between sample values (i.e., in the
waveform will be reversed. While the function value of the 5 interval) can be exactly exhibited by summing the sampling
functions 1x.(t), and it is possible to obtained a well comsampling function 1E(t) will gradually decrease in interval of
pressed signal.
"-1<-t<-0" and interval of "0<-t<51", and the polarity of the
Here, the coefficient a of the control term co(t) of each of
waveform will be reversed.
the sampling functions 1E(t) needs to be selected to a suitable
FIG. 11 shows frequency characteristic of the sampling
function 1E(t) when the coefficient a the control term co(t) is 10 value; however, since it is difficult to calculate a correct
coefficient a at the head portion of the audio signal inputted in
set to different values. In FIG. 11, the horizontal axis reprereal time, a fixed value ao can be considered as the coefficient
sents frequency and the vertical axis represents gain [dB].
a at the head portion.
Thus, it is possible to change the characteristics of the
FIG. 13 is a graph showing an inputted typical digital signal
sampling function by separately expressing the sampling
15 array. As shown in FIG. 13, in the aforesaid signal array, the
function 1E(t) into the fundamental term f(t) and the control
extreme values, which are indicated by heavy lines, exist at
term co(t) and adjusting the coefficient a of the control term
t-[0, 0.06, 0.16, 0.26, 0.34, 0.44].

co(t).

Initialization is performed so that at start time (i.e., t-0) of
FIG. 11 shows the frequency characteristic of the sampling
the signal array, the coefficient a is the fixed value ao (for
function 1E(t) when playing music recorded in a CD, for 20 example, a0=-0.25, which corresponds to a sampling funcexample. As can be known from FIG. 11 that the frequency
tion most suitable for playing signal having an equal interval).
characteristic of the sampling function 1E(t) is: when
Here, in the case of 14JE(t-T) obtained by shifting the sama=-0.25, the characteristic (which represents a reference) is
pling function 1E(t) defined by Expression 8 by time T, the
characterized that the gain gently decreases until frequency
value of the sampling function is equal to the value of 1x.(0)
reaches 44.1 kHz, which is the sampling frequency of CD; 25 when t=t, and it is possible to perform a convolution operaand when a is changed to 1.5 or -1.5, the gain increases in
tion with the sample values. The convolution operation will
be described below. The case considered here is one in which
high-frequency area, and a flat frequency characteristic is
input signal values y,(t) in the time interval [tik, tik+l] are
obtained in the whole frequency area. Further, in low-freinterpolated using the sampling function 1x.(t). At this time,
quency area, the gain decreases when a=1.5 but increases
when a=-1.5, compared with the case where a=-0.25. This 30 based on the fluency theory proposed by the inventor of the
present invention, the input signal is approximated according
is a usable characteristic in the case where the low register
to Expression 12 by using four sample values, which are two
range of music is wanted to be focused or emphasized. Thus,
sample values ya(tik), ya(tik+l) at ends of the interval, and two
it is possible to obtain a characteristic so that the gain
sample values ya(tk-1), Y,(tik+2) before and after the interval.
increases in high-frequency area, and a flat frequency char35

acteristic is obtained in the whole frequency area by changing
ya (t)E(t—Zk-1)ya(Zk-1)+~E(t—Zk)ya(Zk)+~E(t—Zk+l )ya
the value of a, and it is also possible to adjust the increase or
[Expression 12]
(Tk+1)+$E(t—Tk+2)ya(Tk+2)
decrease of the gain (i.e., to make low register prominent, or
In Expression 12, since the influence of the fourth term
to make high register prominent) in the low register range so
~VE(t-tik+2)Ya(tik+2) on the signal y(t) in the interval [tik,tik+l]
as to obtain a characteristic suited to the taste of the user.
40 is small, the fourth term VE(t-tik+2)Ya(bk+2) is omitted, so that
FIGS. 12A to 12B explain a method for interpolating valan approximate expression possible to be successively calcuues in an arbitrary signal interval, such as an interval between
lated can be obtained as Expression 13.
extreme values (i.e., an interval between sample values xl and
x2 (between time tl and t2)) for example, using four sampling
ya (t)4E(t—Zk-1)ya (Zk-1)+~E(t—Zk)ya(Zk)+~E(t—Zk+l)ya
[Expression 13]
functions ME(t) (having four coefficient values of a0-a3) 45
(Zk+1)
each having a coefficient value a of control term co(t) differIn Expression 13, unknown sampling function (wherein a
ent for each sample value. Thus, the waveforms in the interval
is unknown) is in BE(t-tik+l) of the third term. In other words,
between sample values xl and x2 (between time tl and t2) are
this thinking is to perform approximation with the value of
function-approximated respectively by the four sampling
Expression 13 to identify the input signal in the interval [Tk,
functions, and the results are summed, and the summed value 50
2k+1]'
represents an approximated waveform of the original audio
If 1E(t-tik_1) and V E(t-tik) are previously obtained,
signal.
Expression 14 can be obtained based on Expression 13. To be
To be specific, as shown in FIG. 12A, sample values xo, x1,
specific, if actual sample value at time t is y,(t), Expression 13
x2, x3, x4, xs are respectively obtained at times to, tl , t2, t3, t4,
can be transformed into Expression 14 using an actual sample
t5. Here, it is exhibited that the signal waveform between time 55 value y a(tk _1) when "t=tk_ l" and a sample value
y,(tik-1)
t1, and time t2 is almost exactly approximated. In the example
when "t=Tk_ 1 and a sample value y a(tik) when "t=tk". Ay(t) in
of FIGS, 12A to 12F, the coefficient of the control term co(t)
Expression 14 is VE(t-'rk+l)Y,('rk+l)1 which is what to be
of the sampling function 1E(t) at time to is ao, the coefficient
obtained here.
of the control term co(t) at time tl is al, the coefficient of the
control term co(t) at time t2 is a2, and the coefficient of the 60
Ay(t)=a(t) — ($E(t—Tk-1)ya(Tk-1) E(t—Tk)ya(Tk))4E(tcontrol term c0(t) at time t3 is a3.

At this time, the signal waveform in the interval between
time tl and time t2 is obtained by summing the waveforms of
the four signals in the interval between time tl and time t2. The
signal waveform in the interval between other two sample
points is also obtained by summing the waveforms of the four
corresponding sampling functions 1E(t).

[Expression 14]

Tk+1)y=(Tk+1)

Here, sampling function 1E(t-tik+l)=f(t-tik+l)+ak+lc(ttik+l) is obtained (wherein ak+l is an unknown) by using
Expression 8, so that Expression 15 can be obtained.
65
Ay(t)4E(t—Tk+l)Y,(Tk+l) —U (t—Tk+l)+ak+l C (t—Tk+1)

(Tk+1)

l ya

[Expression 15]
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In Expression 15, since f(t-Tk+l) is the fundamental term
component and is a known function, if the control term component, which is a value subtracted from Ay(t), is expressed as
Ax(t), than Ax(t) can be defined by Expression 16.

The below expression can be obtained by substituting Ay(t)
in the expression of Ax(t):

AX(t)=Ay(t)- (t—Tk+l)Y,(Tk+l)"ak+lc(t—Tk+l)y (Tk+l)

An equation of ar by which the sum of squares of the error
function E(t) becomes the minimum can be created by applying the above relationship to "t=t,(i=1, 2, 3)". Here, the only
unknown is a r, therefore a r can be obtained from Expression

[Expression 16]

If approximation error of Expression 16 is expressed as
E(t), the following Expression 17 can be obtained.
e(t)=Ax(t)—ak+ic(t—Tk+i)Y,(Tk+i)

ox(t)=AY(t) J(t-0.06 )*Ya(0 .06 )=a1*co(t-0.06 )*Ya
(0.06)

5

[Expression 17] 10 20.

Similarly, when data at "t=0. 16" is inputted, the next coefFrom Expression 17, approximation error E(t) in the interficient a2 can be determined based on the data in the interval
val [tik, tik+r] is obtained with respect to all input points, the
[0.06, 0.06], so that the coefficient a, can be sequentially
approximation error E(t) is created for n points (preferably for
obtained. If the coefficient a, is obtained, the data in the
all points) in the interval [tik, tik+r], and E, which represents 15 corresponding time interval become function-approximated.
the sum of n-pieces of square of E(t,), is obtained by ExpresGenerally, when a sampling function T(t) having an
sion 18.
unknown parameter with variable characteristics ('P(t)=1Px.(t)
in the present invention) is provided, it is possible to provide
Expression 22 (as an approximate expression) with respect to
[Expression 18]
20 the input signal y,(t) (in which time t is in the interval [tik,
E=
tik+r]) to identify the unknown parameter of T(t-tik+r) so that
i= 1
Expression 22 is approximated with the minimum square
error.
The ak+r which makes E minimum is the ak+r to a curve of
the minimum square error approximation. In other words, the 25
[Expression 22]
ak+r that makes E minimum is obtained when Expression 19
(Tk+i)
is true, and can be obtained by Expression 20.
In the case where the sampling function is expressed as
aE

o

"T(t)=f(t)+ac(t)", such as the case of the present invention,
the unknown parameter a is identified based on Expression
[Expression 19] 30 23. Expression 23 is an equivalence of Expression 20.

aCak+t

Y, {c(ti -Tk+1)Y(Tk+1)Ox(ti)]

[Expression 20]
~1

{c(ti — Tk+,)y (Tk+1)}2
i=1

[Expression 23]

L {c(ti —Tk+1)Ya(Tk+1)Ox(t )]

k+t =

i=1

ak+1 =

35

2
Z {c(ti — Tk+,)y (Tk+1)}
i=1

herein:
Ox(ti ) = DY(ti) - f (ti -Tk+i)Y,(Tk+i)

herein:

DY(ti) =

Ox(ti ) = DY(ti) — f (ti — Tk+i)Y,(Tk+i)
y(I) — (çE (ti — Tk-1).Ya (Tk-1) + OE (ti — Tk ).Y, (Tk))

40
Dy(t) = y(i) — (W(ti — Tk-1).Ya(Tk-1) + '1' (ti — Tk).Y,(Tk))

If ak+r, which is the coefficient of the control term, has
been determined based on the above Expression 20, the signal
in the interval [tik, tik+r ] can be played with minimum approxi4s
mation error when t=tk+r by using Expression 21.

Thus, as compressed data, it is possible to treat [y,(k), ak,
tik] as data of one interval, so that number of data can be
reduce to far less than the number of the original sample data.
Y(t)= E(t—Tk-1)Ya(Tk-1)+$E(t—Tk)Y,(Tk) E(t—Tk+l)y
Further, when playing the signal encoded in such a manner,
[Expression 21]
(Tk+1)
function interpolation when time t is in the interval [tik, tik+r]
Next, the sample value y,(t) in the interval [tik, tik+r] is 50 can be performed based on Expression 24 by performing
calculated when the interval [Tk, tik+r ] is [0, 0.06] (an interval
function arithmetic from the compressed data of [y,(k), ak,
between the sample point at t-0 and the sample point at
2k]
t=0.06 shown in FIG. 13, i.e., when tik-0, and tik+r-0.06).
Incidentally, in the case where calculation is performed in
(Zk+l) $E(t—Tk) J(t—Tk)+akc(t—Tk)
[Expression 24]
the interval [0, 0.06], since tik_ r does not exist, it is supposed 55
that y,(tik _1 )-0. Here, in Expression 20, calculation is perIn other words, the signal y(t) is approximated with respect
formed at three points i=1, 2, 3.
to the original signal y,(t) with the minimum square error, and
If input signal y,(0) at the time when t=0 is substituted in
can be outputted as an accurately reconstructed and interpoAy(t) of Expression 20, Ay(t) becomes a value obtained by
lated reproduced signal.
subtracting "(f(t~)+a0 *c0 (t~))*ya(0)" from input signal y(t). 60 [Description of Block Diagram for Performing Decoding
On the other hand, since tik+r-0.06, Ax(t) (which is the
Process]
control term) is calculated below based on Expression 16:
FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a
ox(t)=AY(t) J(t-0 .06 )*Ya(0 .06)

Ay(t) is calculated below based on Expression 15:
oy(t)={fit-0.06)+a,co(t-0.06)}*ya(0.06)

decoding device for the signal processed and encoded by the
encoding device shown in FIG. 1.
As shown in FIG. 14, the bit-stream encoded by the bit65
stream forming section 4 shown in FIG. 1 is supplied to a
bit-stream input section 51 where an error detection process
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or error correction process is performed using the error detecdigital audio signal into signal components of a plurality of
bands in different manner from the first embodiment shown in
tion code or error correction code added to the bit-stream.
FIG. 1.
Further, from the inputted bit-stream, the encoded data of
Similar to FIG. 1, the filter bank 10 shown in FIG. 15 (the
the compressed parameters of the function (i.e., the coefficient values a, b, c, d, ... , of the sampling functions im(t)) is 5 second embodiment) also has a plurality of bandpass filters
11a to 11m (m is an arbitrary integral number, and herein m is
supplied to a decoding section 52 where the parameter is
a number corresponding to division number), the number of
decoded for each band. When decoding the parameter, side
bandpass filters corresponding to the division number by
information from a side information decoding section 55 is
which the frequency band is divided. Further, each of the
referenced. The side information is the information provided
io bandpass filters 11a to 11m constitutes a basic filter to perfrom the filter bank to the side information encoding section
form band-dividing with a sampling function i(k), for
5 as described above. To be specific, the side information
example, as impulse response function, wherein the sampling
includes information about the number indicating the band
function i(k) is expressed by a section polynomial.
obtained by performing band-separating process (i.e., the
First, in the second embodiment, the signal of a first frebank number shown in FIG. 3), information about the form 15 quency band is separated by the bandpass filter 11a. Further,
and order of the function from the function approximation
the signal separated by the bandpass filter 11a and the original
section 20, and the like. The side information is separated by
audio signal supplied from the analog-to-digital converter 2
the bit-stream input section 51, and supplied to the side inforare supplied to a subtracter 13a, where the signal separated by
mation decoding section 55 so as to be decoded.
the bandpass filter 11a is subtracted from the original audio
The parameter of each of the bands decoded by the decod- 20 signal. Further, the signal from the subtracter 13a is sent to the
ing section 52 is supplied to the inverse quantization sections
bandpass filter 11b, where the signal of a second frequency
53a to 52m where inverse quantization is performed. Further,
band is separated.
In the same manner, the output of each of the bandpass
each parameter having been subjected to the inverse quantifilters 11b, 11c, ... is supplied to a corresponding one of a
zation by the inverse quantization sections 53a to 53m is
supplied to function interpolation sections 54a to 54m, by 25 plurality of subtracters 13b, 13c, ... arranged before the
bandpass filter of the next band so as to be subtracted from the
which the values of the sample points of each band are recondigital audio signal supplied from the analog-to-digital constructed. Here, the process performed by the function interverter 2, and the subtracted signal is sent to the bandpass filter.
polation sections 54a to 54m is a process inverse to the
Note that, the aforesaid connection of the subtracters is just
approximation process performed by the function approxi30 one example, and the present invention includes other conmation sections 21a to 21m on the side of the encoding device
figurations for performing the subtraction process such as the
shown in FIG. 1.
configurations shown in FIGS. 16 to 19, which are to be
Further, the output of each of the function interpolation
described later.
section 54a to 54m is supplied to up-sampling sections 61a to
The signals band-divided by the bandpass filters 11a to
61m of a filter bank 60, where a process inverse to the process 35 11m are respectively supplied to down-sampling sections 12a
performed by the down-sampling sections 12a to 12m on the
to 12m, which are provided individually for the signal of each
side of the encoding device shown in FIG. 1 is preformed. The
band, where a down-sampling process is performed in which
up-sampled output of each band is supplied to a sub-band
sampling number is thinned out to, for example, a fraction.
synthesis filter 62 to be synthesized to a digital audio signal of
The signal down-sampled by each of the down-sampling
one system. Further, the obtained digital audio signal is sup- 40 sections 12a to 12m is supplied to a function approximation
plied to a digital-to-analog converter 56, and the analog audio
section 20 where function approximation process is persignal converted by the digital-to-analog converter 56 is outformed for each divided band by function approximation
putted to an output terminal 57.
sections 21a to 21m as is described with reference to FIG. 1.
Thus, by performing the decoding process, which is a
The following operations are identical to those having been
process inverse to the encoding process, the original audio 45 described with reference to FIG. 1, and therefore will not be
signal can be well reconstructed.
repeated here.
[Description of Second Embodiment]
Next, a first modification of a band separation filter used in
A second embodiment of the present invention will be
the second embodiment of the present invention will be
described below with reference to FIG. 15. The second
described below with reference to FIG. 16.
embodiment shown in FIG. 15 and the first embodiment 50
As shown in FIG. 16, the digital audio signal outputted by
shown in FIG. 1 are identical to each other except for the filter
the analog-to-digital converter 2 shown in FIG. 1 or a digital
bank 10. Since the other components (i.e., the function
audio signal inputted from the outside is inputted to a terminal
approximation section 20, the quantization bit assignment
10a.
sections 31a to 31m, the encoding section 3, the bit-stream
The digital audio signal inputted to the terminal 10a is
forming section 4, and the side information encoding section 55 supplied to a first band separation filter 11a, where the signal
5) in the second embodiment are identical to those of the first
component of a first band is extracted. The signal of the first
embodiment, these components are denoted by the same refband is down-sampled by a down-sampling section 12a. Furerence numerals as of the first embodiment and the explanather, the down-sampled signal of the first band is supplied to
tion thereof will be omitted.
a function approximation section 21a of the function approxiFirst, an example of entire configuration of an encoding 60 mation section 20 to be function-approximated.
device of the second embodiment of the present invention will
Further, the digital audio signal of the first band outputted
be described below with reference to FIG. 15. As shown in
by the first band separation filter 11a is supplied to a subFIG. 15, an analog audio signal is supplied from an audio
tracter 13a. The subtracter 13a subtracts the digital audio
signal source 1 to an analog-to-digital converter 2 in the same
signal outputted by the first band separation filter 11a from
manner as the first embodiment. The digital audio signal 65 the digital audio signal inputted to the terminal 10a, and the
outputted from the digital-to-analog converter 2 is supplied to
result is supplied to a second band separation filter 11b.
a filter bank 10. The filter bank 10 is adapted to divide the
Further, the signal component of the second band extracted in
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the second band separation filter 11b is down-sampled by a
end portions of each frequency band, and therefore good
down-sampling section 12b and then supplied to a function
band-dividing can be performed.
approximation section 21b to be function-approximated.
Next, a third modification of the band separation filter used
Similarly, the difference signal from the subtracter and the
in the second embodiment of the present invention will be
digital audio signal of the second band outputted from the 5 described below with reference to FIG. 18.
second band separation filter 11b are supplied to a subtracter
As shown in FIG. 18, the digital audio signal inputted from
13b, and a signal obtained by subtracting the signal of the
a terminal 10a is supplied to a first band separation filter 11a,
second band outputted from the second band separation filter
where the signal component of a first band is extracted. Fur1lb from the output of the subtracter 13a is outputted from the
ther, the signal of the first band is down-sampled by a downsubtracter 13b. Further, the output from the subtracter 13b is io sampling section 12a and then function-approximated by a
down-sampled by a down-sampling section 12c and then
function approximation section 21a.
function-approximated as the signal of a third band by a
The digital audio signal having been function-approxifunction approximation section 21c.
mated by the function approximation section 21a is supplied
When being band-divided and function-approximated with
to a function interpolation section 22a to be reconstructed
a circuit configuration shown in FIG. 16, as the band-divided 15 into the original digital audio signal, and further, the sampling
signal, no overlapped part of signal components will be
period of the signal is returned to the original sampling period
caused in the end portions of each frequency band, and thereby an up-sampling section 24a. Further, the signal having
fore better band-dividing can be performed. To be specific,
been returned to the original sampling period is supplied to a
when extracting the signal component of the second band
subtracter 15a.
with the amount of data 11b, since the signal component of 20
In the subtracter 15a, the digital audio signal outputted by
the first band has been moved by the subtracter 13a arranged
the up-sampling section 24a is subtracted from the digital
before the second band separation filter 11b, the signal comaudio signal provided from the terminal 10a. Further, the
ponent of the first band will not be added, and therefore the
output of the subtracter 15a is supplied to a second band
overlapping of the signal component of the first band can be
separation filter 11b, where the signal component of a second
effectively removed. The overlapping of signal component of 25 band is extracted. The signal of the second band is downthe signal components of the second band and third band can
sampled by a down-sampling section 12b and then functionalso be removed in the same manner.
approximated by a function approximation section 21b.
Next, a second modification of the band separation filter
Similarly, the output of the function approximation section
used in the second embodiment of the present invention will
21b is reconstructed as the original digital audio signal by a
be described below with reference to FIG. 17.
30 function interpolation section 22b, and further, the reconAs shown in FIG. 17, the digital audio signal obtained in an
structed signal is returned to the original sampling period by
input terminal 10a is supplied to a first band separation filter
an up-sampling section 24b. Further, the signal having been
11a, where the signal component of a first band (the low
returned to the original sampling period is supplied to a subregister signal component) is extracted. The signal of the first
tracter 15b.
band is down-sampled by a down-sampling section 12a, and 35
The digital audio signal up-sampled by the up-sampling
then the down-sampled signal of the first band is functionsection 24b is subtracted from the digital audio signal from
approximated by a function approximation section 21a.
the subtracter 15a by the subtracter 15b, and the signal comFurther, the digital audio signal obtained in the terminal
ponent of the third band is extracted from the output of the
10a is supplied to a third band separation filter 11c, where the
subtracter 15b. Further, the signal of the third band is downsignal component of a third band (the high register signal 40 sampled by a down-sampling section 12c and then functioncomponent) is extracted. The signal of the third band is downapproximated by a function approximation section 21c.
sampled by a down-sampling section 12c, and then the downWhen subtracting the signal function-approximated with
sampled signal of the third band is supplied to a function
the circuit configuration shown in FIG. 18 from the original
approximation section 21c to be function-approximated.
signal, no overlapped part of signal components will be
The characteristic of the second modification shown in 45 caused in the end portions of each frequency band, and thereFIG. 17 lies in the method for extracting the signal of the
fore good band-divided signals can be obtained.
second band. To be specific, the digital audio signal of the low
Next, a fourth modification of the band separation filter
register range of the first band outputted by the first band
used in the second embodiment of the present invention will
separation filter 11a and the digital audio signal of the high
be described below with reference to FIG. 19.
register range of the third band outputted by the third band 50
As shown in FIG. 19, the digital audio signal provided from
separation filter 11c are summed by an adder 14a. Further, the
the terminal 10a is supplied to a first band separation filter
summed output of the adder 14a is supplied to a subtracter
11a, where the signal component of a first band (the low
14b to be subtracted from the inputted digital audio signal.
register signal component) is extracted. The signal of the first
Since the signal of the first band (i.e., the low register
band is sent to a down-sampling section 12a to be downsignal) and the signal of the third band (i.e., the high register 55 sampled, and then function-approximated by a function
signal) are subtracted from the digital audio signal obtained in
approximation section 21a.
the terminal 10a by performing the aforesaid subtraction
Similarly, the digital audio signal provided from the termiprocess with the subtracter 14b, only the signal component of
nal 10a is supplied to a second band separation filter 11b,
the secondhand (i.e., the midregister signal) is extracted from
where the signal component of a second band (the mid regthe subtracter 14b.
60 ister signal component) is extracted. Further, the signal of the
Further, the signal of the second band (i.e., the output of the
second band is down-sampled by a down-sampling section
subtracter 14b) is down-sampled by a down-sampling section
12b and then function-approximated by a function approxi12b and then supplied to a function approximation section
mation section 21b.
21b to be function-approximated.
The characteristic of the fourth modification shown in FIG.
When being band-divided and function-approximated with 65 19 lies in the method for extracting the signal of the third
a configuration shown in FIG. 17, as the band-divided signals,
band. To be specific, the function approximation value of the
no overlapped part of signal components will be caused in the
first band obtained from the function approximation section
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21a and the function approximation value of the second band
obtained from the function approximation section 21b are
respectively reconstructed by a function interpolation section
22a and a function interpolation section 22b, and then the
reconstructed signals of the two bands are summed by an
adder 16. Further, the output of the adder 16 is up-sampled by
an up-sampling section 17 and then supplied to a subtracter

5

18.

Further, in the subtracter 18, the output of the up-sampling
section 17 is subtracted from the digital audio signal obtained
in the terminal 10a. By performing the subtraction, the signal
of the first band (i.e., the low register signal) and the signal of
the second band (i.e., the mid register signal) are subtracted
from the digital audio signal obtained from the terminal 10a,
and as a result, only the signal component of the third band
(i.e., the high register signal) is extracted from the subtracter

10

15

18.

Further, the signal of the third band obtained from the
subtracter 18 is down-sampled by a down-sampling section
12c and then function-approximated by a function approximation section 21c.
When function-approximating the signals band-divided by
the band-dividing method shown in FIG. 19, as the banddivided signals, no overlapped part of signal components will
be caused in the end portions of each frequency band, and
therefore good band-divided signals can be obtained.
Incidentally, each of the modifications shown in FIGS. 16
to 19 is explained using an example in which the signal is
divided into three bands; however each of the modifications
may also be applied to a case where the signal is divided into
more bands. In other words, the circuit can be configured so
that the signal is divided into four or more bands. Further, the
down-sampling section and the up-sampling section are indicated by a broken line in each of the modifications shown in
FIGS. 16 to 19, this means that the down-sampling section
and the up-sampling section are not indispensable constituent
elements of the present invention.
To be specific, the aforesaid embodiments are explained
based on a method in which the input signal having been
down-sampled is function-approximated and compressed,
and up-sampled after function reproduce. However, since the
function approximation indicates the interval between
extreme values by function, the function approximation itself
has down-sampling function, and, since the signal in the
interval between extreme values is played by function arithmetic while playing signal, the function approximation itself
has up-sampling function. Thus, in the present invention, the
down-sampling process and the up-sampling process are not
indispensable.
[Description of Third Embodiment]
Next, as a third embodiment of the present invention, an
example of dividing the band of an audio signal in unit of
"octave" will be described below.
FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing entire configuration of
a circuit device for dividing the band of an audio signal in unit
of "octave". The third embodiment is also similar to the first
and second embodiments in many respects; however since the
signal is proceeded in unit of "octave" in the third embodiment, the components in FIG. 20 are denoted by different
reference numerals from those of FIGS. 1 and 15.
As shown in FIG. FIG. 20, an analog audio signal outputted
from an audio signal source 101 is supplied to an analog-todigital converter 102, where the signal is converted to a digital
audio signal by sampling a predetermined number of bits
every constant sampling period. The digital audio signal converted by the analog-to-digital converter 102 is an uncompressed digital audio signal.
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A configuration for compression-coding the digital audio
signal outputted from the digital-to-analog converter 102 and
the operation thereof will be described below.
First, the digital audio signal outputted from the digital-toanalog converter 102 is supplied to octave-band separation
filters 110a to 110n (n is an integral number corresponding to
octave number). The octave-band separation filters 110a to
110n are filters adapted to separate the inputted audio signal
into signal components of a plurality of different octavebands. Here, the octave-band means "frequency band of one
octave", wherein one octave is referred to as "octave interval"
in the western music. If an audio signal with frequency up to
40 kHz, which is twice as broad as the audible band, is divided
into each one octave, the audio signal will be separated into
about a dozen octave-bands.
The octave-band separation filters 110a to 110n are, for
example, each a basic filter with a sampling function i (k) as
impulse response function, wherein the sampling function
i(k) is expressed by a section polynomial.
The signals band-divided by the octave-band separation
filters 110a to 110n are respectively supplied to scale-band
separation filters 121a-1211,122a-1221, ...129a-1291, which
each separate one octave-band into twelve scales compliant
frequency bands.
The twelve scales mentioned here is defined to express an
octave interval in a manner in which semitones are included.
However, when referring to an octave interval constituting
one octave, the tone one octave higher from the fundamental
tone is included; while when referring to twelve scales, the
tone one octave higher from the fundamental tone is not
included. In the description below, when referring to one
octave-band, it means a band including twelve scales, and the
band of the scale of the tone one octave higher is not included.
The output of the first octave-band separation filter 110a,
which obviously is an audio signal having a frequency width
of one octave, is supplied to the twelve scale-band separation
filters 121a-1211 where the signal is separated into frequency
components of twelve scales, wherein the center frequencies
of the twelve scale-band separation filters 121a-1211 are
respectively the frequencies of the twelve scales.
Similarly, the outputs of the 2nd to n-th octave-band separation filters 110b to 110n, which are each an audio signal
having a frequency width of one octave, are respectively
supplied to the twelve scale-band separation filters 122a1221, ... 129a-1291, wherein the center frequencies of the
twelve scale-band separation filters 122a-1221, ...129a-1291
are respectively the frequencies of the twelve scales. Further,
the audio signal having a frequency width of one octave is
separated into the frequency components of the twelve scales,
and all octave-bands are broken down into the frequency
components of the twelve scales.
In the frequency components of the twelve scales having
been broken down in the aforesaid manner, signals of the
same scale (i.e., octave signals) are collected for each band,
and function approximation is performed by function
approximation sections 130a to 1301 on each collection of the
components of each scale.
To be specific, twelve function approximation sections
130a to 1301 are provided in which: the function approximation section 130a performs function approximation on tone C
(tone Do), the function approximation section 130b performs
function approximation on tone C# (tone Do#), the function
approximation section 130c performs function approximation on tone D (tone Re), the function approximation section
130d performs function approximation on tone D# (tone
Re#), the function approximation section 130e performs
function approximation on tone E (tone Mi), the function
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approximation section 130fperforms function approximation
on tone F (tone Fa), the function approximation section 13Og
performs function approximation on tone F# (tone Fa#), the
function approximation section 130h performs function
approximation on tone G (tone So), the function approxima- 5
tion section 130i performs function approximation on tone
G# (tone So#), the function approximation section 130j performs function approximation on tone A (tone La), the function approximation section 130k performs function approximation on toneA#(tone La#), and the function approximation io
section 1301 performs function approximation on tone B
(tone Si).
In the function approximation sections 130a to 1301 corresponding to respective scales, a number (n pieces) of audio
signals divided by the octave-band separation filters 110a to 15
110n are obtained for respective sample points. For example,
sample values of n pieces of tone C, each separated from
others by an octave, are obtained in the function approximation section 130a of tone C (tone Do), and the function
approximation process is performed on the sample values of 20
n pieces of tone C. Further, parameters are outputted to an
encoding section 140, wherein data amount of the parameters
has been reduced by the function approximation. The same
process is also performed in other function approximation
sections 130b to 1301. Since the function approximation 25
performed in the function approximation sections 130a to
1301 is identical to that performed in the function approximation sections 21a to 21m shown in FIGS. 1 and 15, the
description thereof will be omitted here.
Herein, the octave and the twelve scales will be described 30
below with reference to FIGS. 21A to 21C.
FIG. 21A is a matrix, in which the vertical axis represents
data of twelve scales, and the horizontal axis represents
octave-band (magnification). Generally, the height of octave
is expressed by a value called "note number", and the data of 35
twelve scales is expressed by frequency.
Generally, the audio signal is divided into each octaveband, and the signal of one octave is divided into 2**(k/12)
[i.e., (k/12)-thpower of 2] pieces of scale data. In other words,
when the frequency of a fundamental tone (Do) is "1" and the 40
frequency of a fundamental tone (Do) one octave higher is
"2", if dividing the interval between the two fundamental
tones (Do) into twelve steps, each step will be divided into
(k/12)-th power of 2 (k: 1-12) pieces.
Here, the band-separation for each octave is performed by 45
a trapezoid shaped band separation filter determined by center frequency and bandwidth. For example, if the center frequency f =369.9944(F#)Hz*2", the frequency of the lowest
tone C within one octave will be 1/v'2 times of the center
frequency f,, and the frequency of the highest tone B within 50
one octave will be -2 times of the center frequency f,. Thus,
the band-dividing process for each octave can be performed
under a condition in which the bandwidth is set to: fo„=f /
v'2—f11 V2f (C—B). In the twelve scales divided in such
manner within the band, with respect to the frequency fo, of 55
the lowest tone C within one octave, the frequency f of the
k-th scale is defined by the following expression:
(k/12) .. . (k=0-11)
Jkn Jon * 2
In FIG. 21A, the column represents a signal array of twelve
scales within one octave, and the row represents a signal array
of the same scale for each octave. One tone is one scale
thereof, and is also a signal corresponding to any one of nine
octaves, and is also a point corresponding to an intersectionof the matrix shown in FIG. 21A.
Further, FIG. 21B shows the relationship between the
octave magnification (band) and the amplitude when pressing

60

65

Co (Do) key of a piano; and FIG. 21C shows the relationship
between the octave magnification (band) and the amplitude
when drawing Co (Do) tone of a cello. In the case of a piano,
the amplitude is strikingly large in octave magnification 2,
and the amplitude is small on average in other octave magnifications. Further, in the case of a cello, when the octave
magnification is relatively small, a signal of large amplitude
can be obtained in a wide range; and in octave magnifications
10 or larger, the amplitude of signal is small. In other words,
characteristics of musical instruments can be faithfully
expressed.
FIG. 22 is a view showing the relationship between the
scale frequency range and amplitude (i.e., frequency characteristic), in the case where the band separation filters are
configured to divide the signal into each octave frequency
interval. As described above, tone can be divided into twelve
kinds (scales). The unit of each the divided twelve steps is
called a "semitone". In other words, the tone between "Do
(C)" and "Do# (C#)", the tone between "Do# (C#)" and "Re
(D)", . . are each called a "semitone".
The frequency of "Do (C4)" is 261 Hz, and the frequency
of "Do (C5)", which is one octave higher than "Do (C4)", is
522 Hz. Further, the frequency of"La (A4)" is 440 Hz, and the
frequency of "La (A3)", which is one octave lower than "La
(A4)", is 220 Hz. As described above, the relationship that
one frequency is twice as high as another frequency is called
"overtone". Thus, scale frequency is divided into twelve frequencies within one octave, and the octave signal become the
same tone every n-times of frequencies.
As shown in FIG. 22, the tones of "Do (Cl to C10)", which
have lowest frequency in the twelve scales, are arranged at the
left end of each frequency band at 33 Hz, 65 Hz, 131 Hz, 261
Hz, 523 Hz, 1047 Hz, 2093 Hz ... , so that the overtone
relationship is maintained. As shown in FIG. 22, the tones of
"Si (B1 to B10)", which have highest frequency in the twelve
scales, are arranged at the right end of each frequency band at
61 Hz, 124 Hz, 247 Hz, 494 Hz, 987 Hz, 1975 Hz ... , so that
the overtone relationship is maintained.
Returning to FIG. 20, each signal of the twelve scales
having been function-approximated by the function approximation sections 130a to 1301 is sent to the encoding section
140. In the encoding section 140, the parameters of all scale
ranges of the twelve scales are encoded, and when performing
such encoding process, a variable-length coding may be performed in which bit assignment of the signal of each gradation is determined according to signal condition of each
parameter. In the case where the variable-length coding process is performed, information such as bit assignment of each
gradation component and the like shall be included as the side
information (auxiliary information) of the audio signal. The
data encoded by the encoding section 140 is supplied to a
bit-stream forming section 150, from which bit-stream data
with a predetermined form is outputted.
Further, it is also possible to generate an error detection
code and an error correction code in the bit-stream forming
section 150 according to necessity, and add the generated
error detection code or error correction code to the bit-stream.
Thus, the bit-stream data outputted from the bit-stream forming section 150 is either transmitted to the receiving side
through, for example, various transmission lines or stored in
various storage media. A storage means provided in the
encoding device is typically used as the storage media, however other methods may also be used such as transmitting the
data to a database of an external device so that the data is
stored.
Incidentally, the signals collected from each scale-band
separation filter are directly function-approximated in the
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example shown in FIG. 20, however the present invention
summed, and an audio signal of the band of one octave is
reconstructed by each adder, so that signals of bands of n
also include a configuration in which a down-sampling prooctaves are obtained.
cess is performed to thin out the sampling period of the
Further, the signals of bands of n octaves obtained by the
signals collected from each scale-band separation filter, and
then the function approximation process is performed on the 5 adders 241a to 2411 are synthesized by a synthesis filter 203
so as to obtain a digital audio signal of one system.
down-sampled signals. By performing down-sampling,
Incidentally, the aforesaid example gives a method of
amount of data of the audio signal after compression can be
reconstructing data for each octave signal, and the method is
effectively reduced.
configured to make it possible to adjust the gain for each band
An example of a device for decoding the signal encoded by
io in the case where the audience has a hearing problem or the
the encoding device shown in FIG. 20 will be described below
like. Thus, the reconstructing process is a summation operawith reference to FIG. 23.
tion for each band; for a normal person, each output of the
As shown in FIG. 23, the encoded bit-stream is supplied to
function interpolation sections 210a to 2101 is directly supa bit-stream input section 201. The error detection code or
plied to the synthesis filter 203, and it is not necessary to
error correction code has been attached to the bit-stream, and 15 collect the signals in unit of octave.
in the bit-stream input section 201, an error detection process
The digital audio signal outputted from the synthesis filter
or an error correction process is performed using the attached
203 is supplied to a digital-to-analog converter 204, and the
error detection code or error correction code.
analog audio signal converted by the digital-to-analog conFurther, the encoded data of the function-approximated
verter 204 is outputted to an analog audio signal output terparameters of the bit-stream having been subjected to the 20 minal 205.
error detection process or error correction process is supplied
Thus, by performing a decoding process, which is a proto a decoding section 202, where the parameters are decoded
cess inverse to the encoding process, it is possible to perform
a decoding process to well reconstruct the original audio
for each separated band.
signal.
The parameters of each band decoded by the decoding
In order to sequentially show the decoding process, in the
section 202 are supplied to function interpolation sections 25
configuration example shown in FIG. 23, the band of each
210a to 2101. There are twelve (twelve scales) function interscale is obtained by each of the octave-band separation filters
polation sections 210a to 2101 provided corresponding to the
221a to 221n, 222a to 222n,... , 232a to 232n, and the signals
function approximation sections 130a to 1301 of twelve
of the bands of the same scale (for example, C (Do)) from
scales on the side of the encoding device shown in FIG. 20 to
30 each of the octave-band separation filters are summed by the
perform a process inverse to the approximation process peradders 241a to 2411 so as to obtain the signals for each one
formed by the function approximation sections 130a to 1301.
octave. Further, the signals from the adders 241a to 2411 are
Further, the values of the sample points of each twelve scales
synthesized, and the synthesized signal is supplied to the
octave are reconstructed.
digital-to-analog converter 204. However, it is also possible
Here, only the signals of the scale bands assigned to each of 35 to directly synthesize the output of each of the octave-band
the function interpolation sections 210a to 2101 are included
separation filters 221a to 221n, 222a to 222n, ... , 232a to
in the output of each of the function interpolation sections
232n for each scale (for example, C (Do)) with twelve syn210a to 2101 with the interval of one octave. The output of
thesis filters, without summing the output of each of the
each of the function interpolation sections 210a to 2101 is
octave-band separation filters 221a to 221n, 222a to
supplied to n filters that separate the output for each one 40 222n,..., 232a to 232n withthe adders 241 to 2411. With such
octave component.
a configuration, as shown in FIG. 21B and FIG. 21C, the
To be specific, the output of the collection of the band of the
sound sources extracted using the frequency characteristics
scale of the tone C (Do) reconstructed by the function interof each musical instrument can be effectively classified.
polation section 210a is supplied ton octave-band separation
Incidentally, the aforesaid embodiments are described
filters 221a to 221n. Further, the signal of the band of the scale 45 based on the examples in which the encoding configuration
of the tone C (Do) of a first octave-band is extracted by the
and decoding configuration are respectively configured by
octave-band separation filter 221a, and the signal of the band
dedicated devices having the means adapted to perform the
of the scale of the tone C (Do) of a second octave-band is
corresponding signal processes; however the present invenextracted by the octave-band separation filter 221b. The same
tion also includes a configuration in which a program (softprocess is performed by each of the other filters, so that the 50 ware) for executing signal processes corresponding to the
signals of the tones C (Do) with the interval of one octave are
processes performed by the encoding section and decoding
separated for each one octave.
section described in the aforesaid embodiments is installed on
Similarly, the output of the collection of the band of the
an information-processing device, such as a personal comscale of the tone C# reconstructed by the function interpolaputer for performing various kinds of data processing, and the
tion section 210b is supplied to n octave-band separation 55 same encoding process and decoding process are performed
filters 222a to 222n, so that the signals of the tones C# with the
by the software process by executing the program. The prointerval of one octave are separated for each one octave. Such
gram may either be distributed through various kinds of
process is performed on the reconstructed signal of the band
recording media, or via a transmission medium such as the
of each of the twelve scales. FIG. 23 shows an example in
Internet.
which the output of the collection of the band of the scale of 60 Industrial Applicability
the tone C# is supplied to n octave-band separation filters
The compression and reproduce technique of the audio
232a to 232n, so that the signals are separated for each one
signal about the present invention has been described in
octave.
details. The technical feature of the present invention lies in
Further, the signals of each band separated by each of
that the compression and reproduce can be freely performed
octave-band separation filters 221a to 221n, 222a to 65 according to height of tone (register). Obviously, such tech222n, ... , 232a to 232n are collected in adders 241a to 2411,
nical feature can be used not only to distribute music to an
which are individually provided for each octave-band, to be
audio device or over a network, but also to broadcast guidance
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information in a loud environment, to form a spiritually comfortable environment such as BGB, and the like. Particularly,
the technique of the present invention is very useful to hearing
aid users such as elderly people and person with hearing loss
having problems in discerning high pitched tone and low
pitched tone.

28
an addition means adapted to sum the low register signal of
the first frequency band separated by the first band separation filter and the high register signal of the third
frequency band separated by the third band separation
filter; and
a subtraction means adapted to subtract the summed signal
of the low register signal of the first frequency band and
the high register signal of the third frequency band
summed by the addition means from the inputted digital
audio signal,
and
wherein a mid register signal, which is a second frequency
band, is separated from the subtracted output of the
subtraction means.
4. The audio signal compression device according claim 1,
wherein the band dividing means includes:
a first band separation filter adapted to separate the signal
of a first frequency band of the inputted digital audio
signal;
a first subtraction means adapted to subtract a signal
obtained by function-approximating, with the function
approximation means, the signal of the first frequency
band separated by the first band separation filter and then
function-interpolating the function-approximated signal
from the inputted digital audio signal;
a second band separation filter adapted to separate the
signal of a second frequency band from the output of the
first subtraction means; and
a second subtraction means adapted to subtract a signal
obtained by function-approximating, with the function
approximation means, the signal of the second frequency band separated by the second band separation
filter and then function-interpolating the function-approximated signal from the output signal of the first
subtraction means,
and
wherein the signal of a third frequency band is separated
from the output of the second subtraction means.
5. The audio signal compression device according to claim

5

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS
1, 101 audio signal source
2, 102 analog-to-digital converter
3, 140 encoding section
4, 150 bit-stream forming section
5 side information encoding section
10 filter bank
11a-11m bandpass filter
12a-12m down-sampling section
20 function approximation section (21a-21m: function
approximation section (for each band))
31a-31m quantization bit assignment section
51 bit-stream input section
52 decoding section
53a-53m inverse quantization section
22a, 22b, 54a-54m function interpolation section
56 digital-to-analog converter
57 analog audio signal output terminal
60 filter bank
24a, 24b, 61a-61m up-sampling section
62 sub-band synthesis filter
110a-110n octave separation filter
121a-1211, 122a-1221, 129a-1291 separation filters for
twelve scales
130a-1301 function approximation sections of twelve scales
The invention claimed is:
1. An audio signal compression device comprising:
a band dividing means adapted to divide a digital audio
signal into a plurality of frequency bands;
a function approximation means prepared for each divided
band and adapted to function-approximate a predetermined interval of the digital audio signal, which has
been divided into each band by the band dividing means,
using an n-degree polynomial, wherein n is an integral
number equal to or more than 2; and
an encoding means adapted to encode parameters which
are coefficient values of the n-degree polynomial having
been function-approximated by the function approximation means,
wherein the n-degree polynomial is expressed by a linear
combination expression of sampling functions classified
by number of times at which the function is differentiable.
2. The audio signal compression device according to claim
1, wherein the sampling function used in the function
approximation means is a function including a fundamental
term and a control term expressed separately from each other,
and the characteristic of the sampling function is changed by
setting a coefficient value of the control term.
3. The audio signal compression device according to claim
1,
wherein the band dividing means includes:
a first band separation filter adapted to separate a low
register signal, which is a first frequency band, from the
inputted digital audio signal;
a third band separation filter adapted to separate a high
register signal, which is a third frequency band, from the
inputted digital audio signal;
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wherein the band dividing means includes:
a first band separation filter adapted to separate the signal
of a first frequency band from the inputted digital audio
signal;
a second band separation filter adapted to separate the
signal of a second frequency band from the inputted
digital audio signal;
an addition means adapted to sum a first signal and a
second signal, wherein the first signal is obtained by
function-approximating the signal of the first frequency
band separated by the first band separation filter and then
function-interpolating the function-approximated signal, and the second signal is obtained by function-approximating the signal of the second frequency band
separated by the second band separation filter and then
function-interpolating the function-approximated signal; and
a subtraction means adapted to subtract the output of the
addition means from the inputted digital audio signal,

65

and
wherein the signal of a third frequency band is separated
from the output of the subtraction means.
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6. The audio signal compression device according to claim
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been divided into each band by the band dividing means,
1,
using an n-degree polynomial, wherein n is an integral
wherein the band dividing means includes:
number equal to or more than 2; and
a plurality of octave separation filters adapted to separate
an encoding means adapted to encode parameters which
the digital audio signal into each octave frequency band; 5
are coefficient values of the n-degree polynomial having
and
been function-approximated by the function approximascale-component separation filters adapted to separate the
tion means,
digital audio signal of each one octave band separated by
wherein, the band dividing means has an i-th, wherein
the plurality of octave separation filters into twelve
i=1—n, subtraction means adapted to subtract the output
scales compliant bands corresponding to twelve scales, 10
signal of an i-th band separation filter from the inputted
wherein the digital audio signal is separated in a unit of the
digital audio signal, the i-th separation filter being
scale frequency.
adapted to separate the signal of an i-th frequency band,
7. The audio signal compression device according to claim
and
6, wherein the octave separation filter is a bandpass filter
wherein the subtracted output of the i-th subtraction means
whose center frequency is the center scale frequency of a 15
is used as input signal of an (i+l)-th band separation
predetermined one octave scale and whose bandwidth is
filter to separate and output the signal of an (i+l)-th
between a lowest band frequency and a highest band frefrequency band, and the signal of an n-th frequency band
quency, wherein the lowest band frequency is 1/v'2 times of
is separated and outputted from the subtracted output of
the center scale frequency and the highest band frequency is
20
an n-th subtraction means.
v'2 times of the center scale frequency.
12. An audio signal compression method comprising the
8. The audio signal compression device according to claim
6, wherein the scale-component separation filters each sepastep of:
rate the digital audio signal outputted from one octave sepadividing an inputted digital audio signal into a plurality of
ration filter into "(k112)-th power of 2", wherein lc=O-11,
frequency bands with band separation filters;
times of the lowest band frequency of a predetermined one 25
function-approximating an arbitrary interval of the digital
octave scale.
audio signal, which has been divided into the plurality of
9. The audio signal compression device according to claim
frequency bands, for each divided band using an n-de6, further comprising:
gree polynomial, wherein n is an integral number equal
a plurality of function approximation means adapted to
to or more than 2;
input the signals in unit of the scale frequency separated 30
encoding parameters of the function having been functionby the scale-component separation filters, collect the
approximated for each band; and
same scale of the twelve scales compliant bands from a
performing a down-sampling process to thin out a samplurality of octaves separated by the octave separation
pling period of the digital audio signal divided into each
filters to obtain a collection of a band corresponding to
band,
the same scale, and function-approximate the collection 35
wherein the function approximation is performed on the
of the band corresponding to the same scale by an n-dedigital audio signal whose sampling period has been
gree polynomial, wherein n is an integral number equal
thinned out by the down-sampling process.
to or more than 2 ; and
13. An audio signal compression method according to
a compression-coding means adapted to compressionclaim 12, wherein the step of dividing the inputted digital
code the signals from the plurality of function approxi- 4o audio signal into the plurality of frequency bands with the
mation means.
band separation filters comprises:
10. An audio signal compression device comprising:
a first band-separating process step of separating the signal
a band dividing means adapted to divide a digital audio
of a first frequency band of the inputted digital audio
signal into a plurality of frequency bands;
signal;
a function approximation means prepared for each divided 45
a first subtraction process step of subtracting a signal,
band and adapted to function-approximate a predeterwhich is obtained by function-approximating, with the
mined interval of the digital audio signal, which has
function approximation means, the signal of the first
been divided into each band by the band dividing means,
frequency band separated by the first band-separating
using an n-degree polynomial, wherein n is an integral
process and then function-interpolating the functionnumber equal to or more than 2;
5o
approximated signal, from the inputted digital audio
an encoding means adapted to encode parameters which
signal;
are coefficient values of the n-degree polynomial having
a second band-separating process step of separating the
been function-approximated by the function approximasignal of a second frequency band from the output
tion means; and
obtained by performing the first subtraction process; and
a down-sampling means adapted to thin out a sampling 55
a second subtraction process step of subtracting a signal,
period of the digital audio signal divided into each band
which is obtained by function-approximating the signal
by the band dividing means,
of the second frequency band separated by the second
wherein the function approximation means function-apband-separating process and then function-interpolating
proximates the digital audio signal whose sampling
the function-approximated signal, from the signal
period has been thinned out by the down-sampling 60
obtained by performing the first subtraction process,
means.
wherein the signal of a third frequency band, which is
11. An audio signal compression device comprising:
different from the first and second frequency bands, is
a band dividing means adapted to divide a digital audio
separated by performing the second subtraction process.
signal into a plurality of frequency bands;
14. An audio signal compression method according to
a function approximation means prepared for each divided 65 claim 12, wherein the step of dividing the inputted digital
band and adapted to function-approximate a predeteraudio signal into the plurality of frequency bands with the
mined interval of the digital audio signal, which has
band separation filters comprises:
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a first band-separating process step of separating the signal
of a first frequency band of the inputted digital audio
signal;
a second band-separating process step of separating the
signal of a second frequency band of the inputted digital
audio signal;
an addition process step of summing a first signal and a
second signal, wherein the first signal is obtained by
function-approximating the signal of the first frequency
band separated by the first band-separating process and
then function-interpolating the function-approximated
signal, and the second signal is obtained by functionapproximating the signal of the second frequency band
separated by the second band-separating process and
then function-interpolating the function-approximated
signal; and
a subtraction process step of subtracting the output signal
summed by the addition process from the inputted digital audio signal,
wherein the signal of a third frequency band, which is
different from the first and second frequency bands, is
separated by performing the subtraction process.
15. An audio signal compression method comprising the
steps of:
dividing an inputted digital audio signal into a plurality of
frequency bands with band separation filters;
function-approximating an arbitrary interval of the digital
audio signal, which has been divided into the plurality of
frequency bands, for each divided band using an n-degree polynomial, wherein n is an integral number equal
to or more than 2; and
encoding parameters of the function having been functionapproximated for each band,
wherein the step of dividing the inputted digital audio
signal into the plurality of frequency bands with the band
separation filters comprises:
a first band-separating process step of separating the signal
of a first frequency band from the inputted digital audio
signal;
a first subtraction process step of subtracting the digital
audio signal of the first frequency band separated by the
first band-separating process from the inputted digital
audio signal;

a second band-separating process step of separating the
signal of a second frequency band from the signal
obtained by performing the first subtraction process; and
a second subtraction process step of subtracting the digital
audio signal of the second frequency band separated by
the second band-separating process from the inputted
digital audio signal,
wherein the digital audio signal of a third frequency band,
which is different from the first and second frequency
bands, is band-separated by performing the second subtraction process.
16. An audio signal compression method comprising the
steps of:
dividing an inputted digital audio signal into a plurality of
frequency bands with band separation filters. functionapproximating an arbitrary interval of the digital audio
signal, which has been divided into the plurality of frequency bands, for each divided band using an n-degree
polynomial, wherein n is an integral number equal to or
more than 2; and
encoding parameters of the function having been functionapproximated for each band,
wherein the step of dividing the inputted digital audio
signal into the plurality of frequency bands with the band
separation filters comprises:
a first band-separating process step of separating a low
register signal, which is a first frequency band, from the
inputted digital audio signal;
a second band-separating process step of separating a high
register signal, which is a third frequency band, from the
inputted digital audio signal;
a addition process step of summing the low register signal,
which is the first frequency band, separated by the first
band-separating process and the high register signal,
which is the third frequency band, separated by the second band-separating process; and
a subtraction process step of subtracting the summed signal
of the low register signal of the first frequency band and
the high register signal of the third frequency band from
the inputted digital audio signal,
wherein a mid register signal, which is a second frequency
band of the inputted digital audio signal, is separated by
the subtraction process.
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